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This Chat has been updated/amended multiple times per day in an attempt to be fairly accurate
as at 1st April, so I apologise for any inconsistencies in format.

However, I start this pre-Chat with 3 quotes

The first  from March Air-Britain News  - „ IAG CEO Willie Walsh says he believes the
coronavirus epidemic will have only a marginal impact on global travel demand and the airline

industry is healthy enough to absorb any economic slowdown in China‰. 

The second from ABIX 28March – „As of 2100 on FR24 there are (just) 9 commercial jets
flying in UK airspace and most are overflights‰

The third is from Johan Lundgren, CEO easyJet group and this is paraphrase of what he
announced  „easyJet has grounded its entire fleet of 331 Âplanes as from 30th March and I

cannot give a date for when they will restart‰.

This demonstrates – if needed – the speed of change in the airline world over just a matter of
weeks during March. 

----------------------------------------------------------------

This link is fascinating as it shows the those airlines still operating scheduled passenger flights,
the routes and the frequencies – as at 29th March 

https://samchui.com/2020/03/29/covid-19-comprehensive-list-of-airlines-and-routes-still-
operate/#.XoEz5Ij0nIU

----------------------------------------------------------------

I should be sunning myself logging many hundreds of N- reggies at Sun Ân Fun but thanks to Covid-19 I
am self-isolating as, I suspect, some of you are doing too.  Boring isnÊt it, although there have been some

interesting airliners about if you are a dot spotter?

But whatever your aviation interests may I wish you and your family my sincere wishes for good health
during these increasingly difficult and challenging times. 

So before I commence my „Traditional‰ Chat proper I start with a very topical picture –
a Pipistrel Virus SW

Also despite self distancing and self isolation I hope everybody manages to have a

HAPPY EASTER



LAST MEETING 

not much to say about this! 

BRANCH MATTERS

Firstly advance notice of our August meeting which is planned (Covid-19 advice and
restrictions permitting) to be our Theme Evening of the year which will be „Douglas Aircraft‰ –
this will include aircraft produced under the McDonnell Douglas banner. As has been pointed
out to me 2020 is the centenary of the founding of Davis-Douglas Company on 22nd July 1920.

I am hoping that by giving you 4 months notice this will allow you time to delve into your
photo and slide collections and find those evocative images of forgotten days as well as

bringing along memory sticks with pictures from more recent times. If you propose bringing
slides then it is essential that you advise Richard well in advance so he can arrange a projector

at the meeting. 

Douglas DT Bomber



Now back to the present.

A massive congratulations to Andy Goldsmith for his multiple successes in the Annual Air-
Britain Photographic Competition for images taken in 2018 (yes, over 15 months ago!). His
award winning photos will be familiar to branch members who attended our February 2019

meeting and I am delighted that, for the most part, the views of our members matched that of
the A-B judging panel. AndyÊs award winning entries were:

Best Photograph Overall – Pitts 12 G-MXII at Old Warden
GA and bizjets regd in the British Isles – winner Pitts 12 G-MXII

Also 2nd place with Pitts S-1S G-BOXV at Old Warden
Modern Military – winner F-15 landing at Lakenheath (our overall winner in the branch comp.)

Airliners – 2nd place with A380  A6-APB at LHR
Vintage, Warbirds and ex military – 3rd place Hawker Demon G-BTVE also at Old Warden





AGM & Branch Facebook

As some of you will know, at the AGM Phil Kemp raised the issue of non-visibilty of our
existing FB page to non-FB users. Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith resolved this issue within

36 hours – brilliant by you both, and thanks. I feel it worthwhile including the text of their
email to Phil as it explains exactly what has been done.

Hi Phil, after our discussions on Tuesday Michael and I set to work to figure out a way of
getting round the issues of the group. 

We felt that the existing group needed to have our control on it to prevent spamming & abuse
etc and the format of it made it impossible to have it accessible to non FB users. It also serves
a very useful purpose as a ÂliveÊ platform for information and we donÊt want to lose that as it

gets a lot of daily traffic.

We did realise the benefits of having a tool accessible to non FB users so what we decided up
on was to form a new ÂPageÊ (thatÊs a FB term) like the NW Marshallers and the Manchester
branch which is fully visible but moderated so generally only the Admins post on it (we can
receive messages though and we can approve replies if we deem them useful). We have now

built the page and it has just gone live. We have called it the ÂAir-Britain Stansted Branch
NoticeboardÊ and the plan is for it to be updated with info on our events (meetings plus

whatever else we have) and any other associated events i.e. involving branch members who
want extra exposure such as the NW Marshallers and the A-B fly in. 

Hopefully you will agree that this is a sensible solution and a good compromise as we now
have a good combination of platforms on FB and the wider internet. If you want anything

publicised then please ask.



This is the link https://www.facebook.com/AirBritainStanstedBranch and also searching for
@AirBritainStanstedBranch should find the page once it propagates itÊs way onto the internet

fully. 

STANSTED SCENE

Clearly in the 2nd half of March matters altered for every aspect of our daily lives and the scene
at STN likewise changed dramatically and, almost certainly, some of the airlines that have been
familiar features on STNÊs ramps will not reappear.  This is such a fluid situation that whatever I
say will be out of date by the time this Chat hits your Inbox and also explains, in part, why this
aspect of Chat is a bit of a mess as I add/amend it as and when I read of new developments.

One small snippet is that Routesonline reported well before the Covid-19 crisis in the UK that
Air India will switch the BOM STN service to LHR for the summer season – I have seen

reports that indicate AI had excellent loads on the seemingly short-lived BOM route, so why
switch?  And will it return? Hopefully just a temporary departure from the STN scene is the 2x

daily Emirates B777 flights which were suspended on 25th March until, at least, 30th June.

To paraphrase a report by  Paul Dunn on 25 March:   With the lockdown now kicking in this a
breakdown of the flights (arrivals only) that were scheduled to operate that day – and not one

Ryanair although as at 30th March they were still operating a few services.! 
Total Arrivals - 43 

Passenger – 10
Cargo/Mail – 24

General Aviation – 6
Positioning Flights – 3

On 25th March it was reported that HarrodÊs FBO was closing for an indeterminate time and
certainly for some weeks. Other FBOs may well follow suit – on 29th March there were just 4
biz arrivals. Also hotels around STN were closing and that was making it difficult/impossible to

schedule freight flights as the aircrew needed overnight (at least) accommodation. 

On the 28th March some of the RYR fleet were in the air for what seemed on FR24 to be just a
single circuit each – maybe clearing any Sturnus Vulgaris from engines or possibly Apodemus

Sylvaticus from their undercarriage bays. 

Anyway here are a few of Andy GoldsmithÊs photos taken on 16th March before the airport
virtually closed down to airliner traffic. Did you see those queues at OÊHare in mid-March with

people snaking their way reportedly for up to 7 hours, or even longer, to be processed by
Immigration, Customs, and Health Checks? STN at 22:30 on a normal pre-coronavirus evening
would have seemed a doddle to those unfortunate enough to have been at ORD over those

mad few evenings.



G-DRTL Boeing 737-8AL of Jet2

A7-BFM Boeing 777-FDZ of Qatar Airways



VT-ANM Boeing 787-8 of Air India

ELSEWHERE

GATWICK -  from 1st April, LGW will consolidate all of its remaining services into the South
Terminal. The airportÊs single runway will be in use only between 14:00 and 22:00 for

scheduled flights, and remains available for emergency landings and diversions only outside
these hours. Measures are to be in place from 1 April for one month, with the situation kept

under regular review.

SOUTHEND – on 30th March afternoon some 15 easyjets arrived for short term storage from
Newcastle, Glasgow and Edinburgh. Presumably the parking fees are less at SEN.



Some of the British Airways Airbus fleet at BOURNEMOUTH

What, When or Where??? 

A question with a topical answer  – what is the name of this UK airstrip and where is it situated?
Clue – its name has zero to do with Covid-19 or Coronavirus.



The answer to the March WWW was the Stipa-Caproni. This was an experimental Italian aircraft
designed in 1932 by Luigi Stipa (1900--1992) and built by Caproni. It featured a hollow, barrel-shaped
fuselage with the engine and propeller completely enclosed by the fuselage·in essence, the whole

fuselage was a single ducted fan. Personally IÊd really love to see this arrive at an LAA Rally.

AVIATION ANAGRAMS

What aircraft type is GABBI RULE USA – cryptic clue „Item on an Iran Air 1st Class cabin menu‰ 

What airline is this PRAISE  UGLINESS   Clue: Nothing mythical about these wings

Last monthÊs solution  BACKFIRING TEACHER  was the Beechcraft King Air



NEXT MEETING

As you will already be aware all meetings are cancelled until further notice. When the current
restrictions are eased and the Committee are happy that it is appropriate, we will advise by

email when our revised programme of meetings is to re-commence. 

Also if you havenÊt already amended your diary then please note that this yearÊs Air-Britain Fly-
In which was due to take place in June at Wellesbourne, has also been cancelled. 

History Corner  – The 7th April (the date our April meeting had been scheduled to take place)
is a „busy‰ day in aviation history with a number of significant events taking place.

1906 – Charles Rolls, in his new balloon, races Frank Hedges Butler and friends aboard the
Aero Club III. Rolls outdistances his opponents, who come down at Wimbledon, while he lands

at Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire, England

1922 – In the first mid-air collision of airliners, a Daimler Hire Ltd.-operated de Havilland
DH.18 A, G-EAWO, collides with a Compagnie des Grands Express Aériens (CGEA)-operated
Farman F.60 Goliath, F-GEAD, over the Thieulloy-St. Antoine road near Picardie, France, killing
all seven people on both aircraft; the pilots of both machines were using the road as a route

marker in bad weather and poor visibility

1941 – Entered Service: Douglas Havoc night fighter with No. 85 Squadron, Royal Air Force

1945 – Accompanying B-29 Superfortresses, P-51 Mustangs of the U. S. Army Air ForcesÊ 15th,
21st, and 506th Fighter Groups based on Iwo Jima become the first Allied fighters to escort

bombers all the way to Tokyo, Japan, and back. The escort flights last seven to eight hours. Fifty-
four B-29 s land on Iwo Jima during the day

1967 – First flight of the Aérospatiale Gazelle.

SELF ISOLATION QUIZ

A short quiz this month – answers on the final page of this Chat.

What is the common link between the following?

a. Air Ministry Specification F.18/37  
b. RLU-1   
c. HAS.7
d. Ki-84 

e. CM.175



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

This is a pre-Covid-19 joke!

Pilot kept in holding pattern around LHR for longer than patience could last: 'God I'm fu**ing bored'
             ATC: 'Could that last aircraft please identify themselves immediately'

Pilot: 'I said I'm fu**king bored, not fu**ing stupid'

----------------------------------------------------------------

As always my thanks to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their help and contributions

----------------------------------------------------------------

HAPPY   EASTER   EVERYONE 
BUT ALSO PLEASE TAKE CARE AND KEEP WELL

  



SELF ISOLATION QUIZ ANSWER – The common link is Wind
Air Ministry Specification F.18/37 =  Hawker Typhoon

RLU-1   = Breezy GA aircraft designed by  Charles Roloff, Carl Unger, and Bob Liposky

HAS.7 = Westland Whirlwind. 89 built; RN anti-submarine duties carrying just1 torpedo; 
12 used as Royal Marine transports

Ki-84 = Nakajima Ki-84 Hayate (Gale)



CM.171 = Fouga Zéphyr (company designation CM.175) developed from the land-based CM.170
Magister.

Very well done if you worked out what was the correct answer – you may have found other legitimate
links but as I set the quiz there is only one correct answer!  „Wind‰, or for the clever so-and-sos

amongst you who felt the link was „the perceptible natural movement of the air, especially in the form of
a current of air blowing from a particular direction‰, that is also an acceptable answer.

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


